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musket = gun

“Mexican Account of the Battle of San 
Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado 

No important incident took place until half-past four P.M. 

At this fatal moment the bugler on the right signaled the 

enemy's advance upon that wing. His excellency and staff 

were asleep. The great number of the men were also 

sleeping. Of the rest, some were eating, others were 

scattered in the woods in search of boughs to prepare 

shelter. Our line was composed of musket-stacks. Our 

cavalry were riding bareback to and from water.   

  

I stepped upon some ammunition-boxes the better to 

observe the movement of the enemy. I saw that their 

formation was a mere line in one rank, and very 
extended. In their center was the Texas flag. On both 

wings they had two light cannon, well manned. Their 

cavalry was opposite our front, overlapping our left.   

  

In this disposition, yelling furiously, with a brisk fire of 

grape, muskets, and rifles, they advanced resolutely 

upon our camp. There the utmost confusion prevailed. 

General Castrillon shouted on one side; on another 

Colonel Almonte was giving orders; some cried out to 

commence firing, others to lie down to avoid the 

grapeshot. Among the latter was his excellency.  

  

Then already I saw our men flying in small groups, 

terrified, and sheltering themselves behind large trees. I 

endeavored to force some of them to fight, but all efforts 

were in vain; the evil was beyond remedy. They were a  

boughs = tree branches

cavalry = soldiers on 
horseback

mere line in one rank, and 
very extended = only one 
row of soldiers, very 
spread out

disposition = position

grape/grapeshot = groups 
of small cannonballs

the enemy = the Texas 
army

were in vain = didn’t work

bugler = someone who 
plays a bugle or horn

His excellency = General 
Santa Anna

resolutely = determinedly

utmost = total

prevailed = won

commence = start

endeavored = tried



a bewildered, panic-stricken herd. The enemy kept up a 

brisk cross-fire of grape on the woods. […] Meeting no 

resistance, they dashed lightning-like upon our deserted 

camp.   

	 
On the left, and about musket-shot distant from our 

camp, was a small grove on the bayshore. Our disbanded 

herd rush for it to obtain shelter from the horrid slaughter 

carried on all over the prairie by the bloodthirsty 

usurpers. Unfortunately we met in our way an obstacle 

hard to overcome. It was a bayou, not very wide but 

rather deep. The men, on reaching it, would hopelessly 

crowd together, and were shot down by the enemy, who 

was close enough to not miss his aim. […] These savages 

struck with their bayonets our wounded soldiers lying on 

the way; others following them consummated the 

sacrifice by a musket or a pistol shot.  

	 
  

grove = group of trees

consummated = finished

disbanded = broken up

horrid = terrible

usurpers = someone who 
takes power illegally

bayonets = sharp knife 
attached to the end of a 
gun
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Analyze a Written Document

Meet the document.
Type (check all that apply):
	❑	Letter	 ❑	Speech	 ❑	Patent ❑	Telegram	 ❑	Court document 
 ❑	Chart	 ❑	Newspaper  ❑	Advertisement ❑	Press Release ❑	Memorandum 
	❑	Report ❑	Email ❑	Identification document	 	 ❑	Presidential document	 	

	❑	Congressional document ❑	Other 	

Describe it as if you were explaining to someone who can’t see it.
Think about:  Is it handwritten or typed? Is it all by the same person? Are there stamps or other marks? What else do you see on it?

Observe its parts.
Who wrote it?  

Who read/received it? 

When is it from? 

Where is it from?

Try to make sense of it.
What is it talking about?

Write one sentence summarizing this document.

Why did the author write it?   

Quote evidence from the document that tells you this.

What was happening at the time in history this document was created?

Use it as historical evidence.
What did you find out from this document that you might not learn anywhere else?

What other documents or historical evidence are you going to use to help you understand this 
event or topic?


